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Abstract: This paper presents a method for trajectory generation using convex optimization
to find a feasible, obstacle-free path for a road vehicle. Consideration of vehicle rotation is
shown to be necessary if the trajectory is to avoid obstacles specified in a fixed Earth axis
system. The paper establishes that, despite the presence of significant non-linearities, it is
possible to articulate the obstacle avoidance problem in a tractable convex form using multiple
optimization passes. Finally, it is shown by simulation that an optimal trajectory that accounts
for the vehicle’s changing velocity throughout the manoeuvre is superior to a previous
analytical method that assumes constant speed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Active safety systems for road vehicles are of growing

importance for drivers and regulators alike. Anti-lock

braking systems are now common on new cars, and

there are proposals in Europe and the United States to

require manufacturers of all vehicles to install elec-

tronic stability programmes. As vehicle steer-by-wire

technology advances, it is appropriate to consider

the implementation of automatic obstacle avoidance

as an additional active safety system. Longitudinal

collision avoidance controllers are starting to appear

in luxury vehicles, integrated with forward-looking

obstacle detection sensors and cruise control func-

tions to assist the driver when braking. However, these

are of limited use for preventing head-on collisions or

avoiding obstacles that appear suddenly in front of

a moving vehicle. Furthermore, at high speeds an

evasive lateral manoeuvre can be performed in a

shorter distance than would be required for a vehicle

to stop [1]. Many drivers habitually risk collision by

driving dangerously close to the car in front, and

would be unlikely to use driver-aids that prevented

them from doing so. It is therefore essential that an

emergency collision avoidance system should make

use of lateral manoeuvres if it is to be of benefit in

most emergency situations. Few studies, however,

have explored the use of such aggressive lateral

manoeuvres for emergency collision avoidance.

Accordingly, the focus of this paper is on the

primary reference trajectory generator and how it

might be improved while retaining physical realiz-

ability. There are of course many other technologies

that must come together to create a full collision

avoidance system, including advances in both sensor

technology to improve situational awareness and

driver–vehicle interface developments to ensure that

man and machine operate in harmony. However,

this work focuses specifically on trajectory genera-

tion, which is independent of the way in which

obstacles are detected or decisions to act are made.

Previous work [2] developed an automatic lateral

collision avoidance system with a particular hier-

archical control architecture consisting of reference

trajectory generator, feedforward controller, and

feedback controller. The most critical part of this

control architecture is the reference trajectory gen-

erator, which must generate a path that is suffi-

ciently aggressive to avoid obstructions yet can be
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tracked feasibly by the feedforward/feedback con-

troller using physically realizable actuation signals

under varying vehicle operating conditions.

In reference [2], an analytical trajectory generation

method is based upon physical and geometrical

considerations. However, the method assumes a

constant vehicle speed and does not therefore take

advantage of speed reductions that could allow the

vehicle to turn more sharply during the manoeuvre.

Hattori et al. [3] on the other hand describe an

efficient optimal trajectory method but neglect rota-

tion of the vehicle relative to the fixed Earth axis.

The current paper demonstrates the importance

of including vehicle rotation in the problem for-

mulation. Moreover, it is shown that the obstacle

avoidance problem for a rotating vehicle at non-

constant speed can be represented in a convex

optimization form, and can consequently be solved

readily using existing software packages.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 des-

cribes the choice of axis systems. Section 3 des-

cribes the criteria required of a reference trajectory

and demonstrates the importance of accounting

for vehicle rotation. Section 4 outlines the vehicle

equations of motion and the obstacle specification

based upon an ISO standard as well as explaining

some of the non-linearities inherent in the system. A

convex formulation of the obstacle avoidance opti-

mization problem is presented in section 5. Results

of applying the method to a specified manoeuvre in

vehicle simulations are analysed in section 6. Con-

clusions are presented in section 7. Finally, a list

of the notation used is included in the Appendix.

2 AXIS SYSTEMS

Two axis systems, fixed Earth and vehicle body

respectively, are shown in Fig. 1. The vehicle body

axis system is a right-hand orthogonal axis set of

velocities (Ẋ, Ẏ) centred on the vehicle centre of mass

with Ẋ defined positive forwards along the centre-

line of the vehicle and Ẏ defined positive to the right

of the vehicle. Since this axis system moves with the

vehicle, it is not useful for measuring vehicle

position relative to the ground. Therefore, a fixed

Earth axis system (X›, Y›) is defined to be collo-

cated and aligned with the vehicle axis at some point

before the start of any manoeuvre, but does not

subsequently move with the vehicle. The angle of

rotation between these axis systems is the vehicle

heading angle, Y. Each wheel is labelled, namely, 1,

front left; 2, front right; 3, rear left; and 4, rear right.

Velocity and acceleration vectors in the vehicle

body axis system can be converted into the fixed

Earth axis system by rotating the vector through Y

radians. At time t

_XX
+

tð Þ~ _XX tð Þcos Y tð Þ{ _YY tð Þsin Y tð Þ

_YY
+

tð Þ~ _XX tð Þsin Y tð Þz _YY tð Þcos Y tð Þ

3 REFERENCE TRAJECTORIES

An architecture for an obstacle avoidance system

is shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of an obstacle

avoidance system is to cause a vehicle to navigate

safely in the presence of obstructions by changing

speed and/or steering around them. For a vehicle

equipped with brake- and steer-by-wire, this can be

achieved by automatic controllers which read mea-

surements from the vehicle sensors and use the data

to generate control demands for the actuators: the

steering and braking systems. To operate, such

feedback controllers require a reference input – a

target against which the sensor outputs can be com-

pared.

It is not necessary that the reference trajectory

be calculated in real time. Indeed, a more likely

implementation would be to generate a series of

look-up tables from which the vehicle controller can

select according to the conditions detected. Such an

approach is consistent with the development of

flight control software in the aerospace industry, and

Fig. 1 Fixed Earth and body axis systems
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lends itself readily to comprehensive verification and

validation of the control system.

At its simplest, a reference trajectory may consist

of a series of instantaneous step changes that reflect

the boundary constraints on the vehicle’s path.

Control systems can be devised that would generate

tolerable outputs in such circumstances. However, a

reference trajectory that takes little account of a

vehicle’s dynamic limitations cannot be tracked

closely. Controllers attempting to follow such a path

must be designed with the expectation of large error

values, which precludes the implementation of

highly sensitive control throughout the manoeuvre.

It has been found previously that developing a good

reference trajectory, i.e. one that the vehicle is cap-

able of tracking, reduces the difficulty of designing

vehicle controllers [2].

3.1 Reference trajectory criteria

A reference generator should have the following

attributes. First, it should specify a priori the desired

reference trajectory according to some criterion in

as simple and effective a way as possible. Second,

notwithstanding the simplicity of the reference

trajectory generation, the resulting controlled vehi-

cle manoeuvre should be feasible. By feasible it is

meant that a non-linear vehicle model for varying

operating conditions should execute the required

lateral manoeuvre under control actions that are

physically realizable and not excessive. For verifica-

tion of feasibility, the non-linear vehicle model itself

should not rely on assumptions and approximations

inherent in the a priori design of the reference

trajectory. Instead its greater complexity should

validate the specified reference trajectory.

Criteria used in specifying an optimal reference

trajectory include minimizing the time or distance of

a manoeuvre as demonstrated in the Californian

PATH project [4]. However, these criteria are not of

particular importance if the obstacle to be avoided is

in a fixed position or if its position throughout the

manoeuvre can be constrained to a definite region.

For vehicles seeking to continue travelling at high

speed throughout the collision avoidance man-

oeuvre, perhaps to merge into a new lane without

causing a collision with other fast-moving traffic, it

may be more appropriate to seek a trajectory that is

both smooth and minimizes control effort, so that

sufficient control authority is retained for a dele-

gated controller to compensate for disturbances and

uncertainties. Sledge and Marshek [5] observe that

the characteristics of such a trajectory are analogous

to the natural bending of a beam. They find a

reference trajectory analytically by minimizing the

mean-square curvature of the path. However, their

solution also relies on the vehicle travelling at

constant forward velocity, which precludes the use

of brakes and limits the manoeuvre to vehicles

travelling below a crtitical speed. Blank and Margolis

Fig. 2 Architecture for an obstacle avoidance system. Reference trajectories are generated from
manoeuvre specifications and loaded into the vehicle controller – a vehicle management
system which decides when to act and what strategies to adopt. The selected reference
trajectory is compared to sensor data and converted into reference inputs for the
subsystem controllers
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[6] show that minimizing the path curvature is

beneficial for assisting the driver if both steering

and braking inputs are saturated, which does acc-

ount for changing speed but does not encompass the

general case.

Note that an optimal solution implies that an

objective criterion has been minimized or max-

imized. A trajectory that is optimal is not necessarily

better than one that is not, unless the objective

criterion accurately measures the desirability of the

outcome. This is not necessarily the case.

For the present work, it is assumed that the vehicle

heading remains tangential to the path. Such an

assumption places implicit requirements on any

controller attempting to track the trajectory. How-

ever, it is shown in section 6 that this does not

present a problem.

Under the assumption of path tangentiality, in

which the yaw rate is locked to path direction,

minimizing the instantaneous path curvature for a

given speed is equivalent to minimizing the yaw

acceleration of the vehicle. As acceleration is prop-

ortional to force, this might be expected to yield

a smooth desired trajectory that does not waste con-

trol effort. Hence the criterion adopted in the current

paper for reference trajectory generation is mini-

mization of vehicle yaw acceleration.

Cars routinely travel at high speed in tightly

constrained environments. The stopping distance is

generally large compared to the dimensions of the

vehicle, while the channels in which the car is

constrained to remain are usually little wider than

the breadth of the vehicle and substantially narrower

than its length. Thus the orientation of a car is an

integral part of generating a suitable trajectory, and

the vehicle dynamics strongly influence the feasi-

bility of following any path.

3.2 The importance of rotation

Hattori et al. [3] generate an obstacle avoidance

trajectory by considering the vehicle as a non-rota-

ting point mass and performing a convex optimiza-

tion in the vehicle’s body axis system. That method

neglects yawing of the vehicle and therefore does

not take account of rotation of the vehicle axis sys-

tem relative to the Earth. It is necessary to extend

the work if the constraints are specified in the fixed

Earth axis system. To illustrate the importance of

considering rotation, suppose it is desired that the

vehicle follows a trajectory Y›(t) 5 cos(aX›(t)) 2 1,

where a is a constant, at constant forward speed u. If

the vehicle is considered to be a point mass and

rotation of the axis is neglected, the necessary equa-

tions of motion would be simply

_XX tð Þ~u, _YY tð Þ~{au sin autð Þ

However, in reality the car would yaw while follow-

ing such a trajectory. If it is assumed that there is

little lateral slip and that the vehicle heading angle is

therefore tangential to the direction of motion, i.e.

Y(t) 5 arctan [(dY/dX)(t)], then the velocity in the

fixed Earth axis would be

_XX
+

tð Þ
_YY
+

tð Þ

 !
~R tð Þ

_XX tð Þ
_YY tð Þ

 !

where

R tð Þ~
zcos arctan

dY

dX
tð Þ {sin arctan

dY

dX
tð Þ

zsin arctan
dY

dX
tð Þ zcos arctan

dY

dX
tð Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA

Noting that

sin arctan x:
xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1zx2
p and

cos arctan x:
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1zx2
p

the rotation matrix becomes

R tð Þ~ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1z dY =dXð Þ tð Þ2

q z1 {
dY

dX
tð Þ

z
dY

dX
tð Þ z1

0
BB@

1
CCA

The trajectory derivative is (dY/dX)(t) 5 2a sin(aX(t)) 5

2a sin(aut) and thus the actual velocity that would
be seen in the fixed Earth axis is

_XX
+

tð Þ~
u 1{a2 sin2 autð Þ
� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1za2 sin2 autð Þ

p
_YY
+

tð Þ~ {2ua sin autð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1za2 sin2 autð Þ

p
Figure 3 shows the effect of axis rotation due to yaw

on the trajectory: at any point in the manoeuvre, the

lateral distance traversed by the vehicle relative to its

starting position in the fixed Earth axis would be

twice that measured in the vehicle axis system.

Clearly, if a trajectory is required to avoid obstacles

specified in the fixed Earth axes, this axis rotation
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must be considered during the trajectory generation

process.

4 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND OBSTACLE
SPECIFICATION

Richard Hamming said that the purpose of comput-

ing is insight, not numbers [7]. This applies directly

to model development. All models are an abstraction

of reality. The appropriate level of abstraction dep-

ends on the intended purpose.

Detailed analysis of vehicle performance requires

high-fidelity models. Dynamicists often use sophis-

ticated representations of tyre behaviour (e.g. refer-

ences [8] to [11]) and account for effects such as load

transfer under braking and cornering (e.g. references

[12] to [14]).

Control engineers also make use of models, and

good control systems often encompass a description

of the dynamics that they are designed to regulate.

However, the level of abstraction is usually higher.

Feedback mechanisms can account for modelling

approximations. Thus control engineers often work

with linearizations and other simplifications (e.g.

references [15] to [17]).

The development of reference inputs is one step

removed further still. If the aim is to develop a

feasible trajectory, i.e. one that the vehicle is capable

of tracking accurately, it is necessary to consider the

overall constraints on its behaviour. But it is not

necessary to consider in detail how those constraints

arise or how the control system might follow that

trajectory.

The following sections describe the equations of

motion and constraints that apply to the vehicle. The

resultant model is run repeatedly by an optimization

routine, so simplicity is paramount for the sake of

computational efficiency.

4.1 Equations of motion

Vehicle dynamics researchers commonly formulate

equations of motion in the body axis system (X, Y).

As a rotating (i.e. non-inertial) frame, this gives rise

to centrifugal terms in the translational equations

[18], namely

m €XX{ _YY _YY
� �

~Fx, m €YY z _XX _YY
� �

~Fy ð1Þ

where m is the vehicle mass and Fx and Fy are the

total longitudinal and lateral forces acting on the

Fig. 3 Effect of axis rotation due to yaw on the trajectory for a vehicle following the trajectory
Y(t) 5 cos[aX(t)] 2 1 at forward speed 10 m/s with a 5 0.1
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vehicle respectively. However, in this work, which is

focused on trajectory generation through an obstacle

course rather than handling qualities, the interest is

primarily in the position and orientation of the

vehicle relative to the manoeuvre boundary. Accord-

ingly, the equations of motion are formulated in the

fixed Earth (inertial) frame (X›, Y›), thus

m€XX
+

~Fx+ , m €YY
+

~Fy+ ð2Þ

where Fx+ and Fy+ are the total forces resolved into

components in the inertial frame

Fx+

Fy+

 !
~

zcos Y {sin Y

zsin Y zcos Y

� �
Fx

Fy

� �
ð3Þ

Rotational dynamics are unaffected by the choice of

axis (Ẏ 5 _YY›), hence

Jzz
€YY

+

~Jzz
€YY~Mz ð4Þ

where Jzz is the moment of inertia about the vertical

axis through the centre of mass and Mz is the

corresponding moment.

In the absence of aerodynamic and gravitational

forces, all acceleration of the vehicle on a flat road

must result from the forces between the tyres and

the road. Consideration of the longitudinal Fx,j and

lateral Fy,j contributions of each wheel j to the total

forces and moments acting on the vehicle gives rise

to expressions for the total forces in the body axis

system

Fx~
X4

j~1

Fx, j

Fy~
X4

j~1

Fy, j

Mz~
X4

j~1

lx, jFy, jzly, jFx, j

ð5Þ

where lx,j is the longitudinal moment arm of each

wheel and ly,j is the corresponding lateral moment

arm.

4.2 Constraints

The forces that can be produced by the tyres are

limited by traction saturation. To find a feasible

trajectory through an obstacle course, it is necessary

to account for this limit, which places bounds on the

maximum achievable acceleration.

The magnitude of the longitudinal and lateral

forces (relative to the orientation of a wheel) can be

described as functions of longitudinal and lateral slip

between the tyre and the road. When longitudinal

and lateral slip combine, the maximum available

force can be estimated by creating a ‘friction ellipse’

[19]. This traction limit will generally be elliptical

because tyres can usually generate slightly more

traction longitudinally than laterally. Combining the

friction ellipses for each wheel gives a friction ellipse

for the entire vehicle. This describes the limit of

tractive force that can be applied in any direction,

given perfect control inputs. Friction ellipses are

explained in depth by Milliken and Milliken [20].

There are significant difficulties with attempting to

form an accurate friction ellipse for a vehicle. Many

of the parameters are highly uncertain, dependent

on the make and model of tyre, its condition, and

that of the road. The friction ellipses for each tyre are

also non-linearly dependent on vertical load, which

varies as the vehicle pitches and rolls during a

manoeuvre, and dependent on the orientation of the

wheels relative to the vehicle’s velocity vector.

However, it is not necessary to go to this level of

detail to find a feasible trajectory. The maximum

traction that can be generated by a tyre, irrespective

of direction, is determined by the product of the

friction coefficient and the load [21]. For the vehicle

as a whole, it is therefore reasonable to approximate

the friction ellipse as a circle of radius mmg N where

m is the maximum friction coefficient between the

road and tyres (approximately unity for dry asphalt)

and mg is the weight of the vehicle. Resolving the

frictional force into components in either the fixed

Earth or body axis system yields a constraint on the

achievable tyre forces

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F+

x

� �2
z F+

y

� �2
q

~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fxð Þ2z Fy

� �2
q

¡mmg ð6Þ

where g < 9.81 m/s2 is the constant of gravitational

acceleration on the Earth’s surface. For different

operating conditions or surfaces, appropriate sched-

uled values of m are substituted into the constraint

equation (6).

Assuming that longitudinal forces contribute little

to vehicle yaw acceleration – as is the case with the

standard bicycle model – the lateral forces will

determine the achievable yaw moment. An upper

bound on the yawing moment is obtained by assu-

ming that the lateral forces produce a pure couple,

acting with moment arm lf, the distance of the
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front axle from the centre of gravity, hence

€YY
�� ��~ Mzj j

Jzz
¡

lf

Jzz

X4

j~1

Fy, j

�� ��

For a vehicle travelling straight ahead (small Y) with

little lateral slip (small Ẏ), this relationship can be

combined with the constraint equation (6) to set a

limit for the longitudinal and yaw accelerations

relative to the maximum available traction

€YY
2
¡

lf m

Jzz

� �2

mgð Þ2{ €XX
+

� �2
	 


&
lf m

Jzz

� �2

mgð Þ2{ €XX
� �2

h i

In addition to the position of the centre of mass, it

is also necessary to consider whether any of the

wheels will cross any of the boundary lines. Orien-

tation of the vehicle will affect these wheel pos-

itions and is particularly important if the channel

through which the vehicle must navigate is narrow.

The lateral position wj of each wheel relative to the

vehicle centre of mass in the fixed Earth axis is

simply

wj~lx, j sin Yzly, j cos Y

The problem of calculating a trajectory con-

strained by an Earth-fixed boundary is complica-

ted by the presence of significant non-linearities,

namely axis rotation, traction saturation, and cou-

pling of control inputs. However, determination of

the precise control inputs required to achieve des-

ired accelerations can be delegated to a vehicle dyna-

mics controller once a reference trajectory has been

calculated through the obstacle course.

4.3 Obstacle specification

During normal driving scenarios, particularly on

multi-lane roads, viable lateral obstacle avoidance

will often result in a lane change. International

Standard ISO 3888 [22] specifies test track layouts for

lane-changing manoeuvres. The tests are intended

to aid qualitative assessment of vehicle dynamics

by experienced drivers, but can serve as a useful

objective for evaluating the performance of an auto-

matic vehicle dynamics controller, and hence that

of the trajectory planning on which it depends. Two

test tracks are described: Part 1 specifies a double

lane-change manoeuvre; Part 2 details a similar

but more aggressive double lane change, shown in

Fig. 4, designed to test emergency obstacle avoid-

ance performance. The latter is more challenging

because of its more tightly constrained geometry

and is used to demonstrate an optimal trajectory

generation method in the sequel. The standard

recommends that tests be performed at speeds of

80¡3 km/h. Test track dimensions for a vehicle of

width 1.57 m are given in Fig. 4.

5 OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY CALCULATION USING
NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION

A non-optimal method of calculating a feasible

trajectory to perform the specified manoeuvre is

given by Bevan et al. [2]. The technique makes use of

physical principles to identify a good trajectory by

assuming a friction circle, calculating a correspond-

ing minimum radius of turn for the vehicle, then

building a trajectory from the sharpest possible turns

connected by straight lines, thus constructing a

geodesic path as espoused by Dubins [23]. However,

the method does not explicitly consider the reduc-

tion in vehicle speed that arises from use of the

brakes during the manoeuvre and the consequent

relaxation of the yaw rate limit that this affords.

There is a natural trade-off within the system of

the equations that describe the vehicle dynamics

throughout the manoeuvre: use of the brakes red-

uces the traction available for steering while they

operate, thus increasing the instantaneous mini-

mum achievable radius of trajectory curvature, but

reduces the future minimum radius of curvature

because of the reduction in vehicle speed. The

presence of this trade-off suggests that a trajectory

can be computed that is optimal in the sense of

balancing use of braking against steering. Given the

inherent non-linearity and complexity of the system,

it is reasonable to seek such an optimal trajectory

using numerical optimization.

5.1 Optimization objective

Selection of an appropriate objective is an important

part of any optimization. In the introduction, a case

is presented for minimizing the instantaneous yaw

acceleration of the vehicle throughout the man-

oeuvre, in order to find a smooth path that does not

needlessly waste traction. This can be accomplished

by setting the norm of the yaw acceleration vector as

the optimization objective to be minimized.
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There are secondary objectives which may be

considered to be desirable characteristics of a good

trajectory, but which are not explicitly accounted for

by the optimization procedure. First, it should be

possible to calculate a feasible trajectory that will

allow the car to move to safety when travelling at

high speed; the higher the initial speed for which a

trajectory can be obtained, the greater the usefulness

of the method. Recall that a feasible trajectory means

one that can be executed by a non-linear vehicle

model using control inputs that are physically

realizable and not excessive. Second, traction satura-

tion should not be induced unnecessarily so that

additional control inputs may be applied to com-

pensate for any deviation of the vehicle from its

trajectory. Third, it may be desired that the vehicle

should exit the manoeuvre with a forward speed that

is either: (a) as low as possible to assist the driver in

making an emergency stop; or (b) as high as possible

to enable the vehicle to merge safely with other

traffic.

5.2 Grid generation in manoeuvre space

A naive optimization strategy might involve repeat-

edly running a time-based simulation to determine

the full vehicle trajectory resulting from potential

control strategies. However, it is not desirable for the

optimization routine to run a computationally dem-

anding simulation every time its cost function is

evaluated. It is better to operate simultaneously on

a full description of the entire system. Direct

transcription [24] offers an appropriate means of

representing the full system.

A grid is established, comprising the system states

(vehicle position and velocity) at discrete points

throughout the manoeuvre space. Numerical inte-

gration of the equations of motion is then achieved

by converting an appropriate quadrature function

into a set of constraints.

The manoeuvre boundary is specified as a func-

tion of longitudinal distance in the fixed Earth axis

system. It is therefore convenient to generate the

Fig. 4 Test track layout and dimensions based upon the layout specified in ISO 3888 Part 2 for a
vehicle of width 1.57 m: (a) schematic diagram; (b) dimensions
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grid with longitudinal distance X› as the indepen-

dent variable. Choosing any other parameter, such

as time, would result in a non-constant set of

boundary constraints and a significant increase in

computational complexity.

Considering an initial position X+

0 and a further

set of L points along the X› axis, with equidistant

spacing D, then the position of the ith point is

X+

i ~X+

0 zi|DVi [ 0, L½ �. The grid G is then defined

as G~ G0, � � �, GLð Þ [R6| Lz1ð Þ where Gi~G X+

i

� �
Vi [ 0, L½ � and G X+ð Þ~ X+, Y +, Y , _XX , _YY , _YY

� �T
[R6.

The fully formulated trajectory generation prob-

lem is not convex but certain simplifying assump-

tions enable the formulation of convex approxima-

tions to the system of equations. It is thereby

possible to take advantage of the power of convex

optimization algorithms. The solution is obtained

using a series of optimizations, with successively

relaxed assumptions, using the CVX [25] Matlab

package which implements the disciplined convex

optimization modelling framework of Grant et al.

[26].

5.3 Optimization problem specification

Objective. The optimization objective is to mini-

mize the yaw acceleration of the vehicle throughout

the length of the manoeuvre

Minimize J~ €YY
�� ��

Grid spacing. The grid spacing is arbitrarily set to

D 5 1 m, a distance which is expected to provide

sufficient resolution for the trajectory to take shape

without requiring excessive computation.

Initial conditions. The Earth axis is fixed at the

starting position of the vehicle, which is initially mov-

ing straight ahead with a forward speed of 22.2 m/s

(80 km/h) and has no lateral or yaw component of

velocity

X+

0 ~0 m Y +

0 ~0 m Y0~0 rad

_XX 0~22:2 m=s _YY 0~0 m=s _YY0~0 rad=s

Terminal conditions. At the manoeuvre terminus,

it is desired that the vehicle should perform lane-

keeping and maintain a steady heading along the

centre-line of the lane in which it is travelling, which

is located approximately half a metre to the right of

its initial position

Y +

L ~{0:5093 m YL~0 rad _YYL~0 rad=s

Quadrature. The vector G is evaluated at each grid

point by performing a forward Euler integration with

the time T that the vehicle takes to cover the distance

between each grid point used as the integration step

length

Giz1~Giz _GGi|T Vi [ 0, L½ �

Acceleration limits. Traction saturation, in the form

of the nominal friction circle derived in section 4.2,

is expressed as a limit on the yaw acceleration. Two

further limits are imposed: on the longitudinal velo-

city, to ensure that the vehicle does not reverse at

any time; and on the longitudinal acceleration, to

ensure that the vehicle does not increase its speed

_XX¢0 €XX¡0 €YY
2
¡

mlf

Jzz

� �2

mgð Þ2{€XX
2

h i

Course boundary. The requirement that the vehicle

remain within the defined track is expressed as a

constraint on the positions of the wheels, which

are limited by a lower boundary b+

l and an upper

boundary b+

u , representing the left and right hand

limits of the track respectively. The vector wj describes

the lateral position of the jth wheel, in the fixed Earth

axis system relative to the vehicle centre of mass, and

is thus a function of the vehicle orientation

b+

l ¡Y +zwj¡b+

u Vj [ 1, 4½ �

Non-convex constraints. There are several con-

straints that are incompatible with a convex problem

formulation, because they involve trigonometric

functions of a vector to be optimized and/or the

product or quotient of two such vectors. Various

terms in each of the following constraint equations

are replaced in each of the optimization runs so that

the problem can be specified in a form suitable for

solution by a convex algorithm. The problematic

constraints are

Axis rotation
_XX+~ _XX cos Y{ _YY sin Y

_YY +~ _XX sin Yz _YY cos Y

(

Wheel positions wj~lx, j sin Yzly, j cos Y

Vj [ 1, 4½ �

Time step T~ D
_XX+

n
n
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The integration step length presents a problem if

the speed is allowed to vary. The vehicle dynamic

equations are expressed as rates in the time domain

whereas the grid is specified as a function of dis-

tance. If the speed were constant, multiplication by

a fixed constant would allow rates to be expressed

in terms of distance. However, this is not possible

when the speed varies. For quadrature evaluation

during the optimization, nominal fixed time steps

of length T s are chosen to represent the time taken

for the vehicle to travel between each grid point.

Inconsistencies between distance, speed, and time

are then reconciled during post-processing.

Axis rotation leads to a set of non-convex con-

straints owing to the presence of trigonometric terms

and the multiplication of vectors. Inclusion of vehicle

orientation for determination of wheel positions leads

to similar problems. One solution that can often be

applied to robotic trajectory planning is to consider a

circle of sufficient diameter to enclose the entire

vehicle, in which case the orientation does not matter.

However, the length of a car is generally significantly

longer than its width. In this case, such an encom-

passing circle would exceed the boundaries, which

are defined in terms of the vehicle width. Thus it is

necessary to include the vehicle orientation. How-

ever, if it is assumed that the vehicle heading angle is

small, a first-order Taylor expansion of these trigono-

metric functions leads to an affine formulation.

In the constraint equations that follow, these non-

convex equations are replaced with approximations

in which only the vectors denoted with an over-line

can vary during the optimization, i.e. _XX , _XX
+

, _YY
+

, Y ,

and wj. All other parameters and vectors are held

constant during optimization, but may be altered

during post-processing.

5.4 Multi-stage optimization

The optimization is performed in three stages. The

overall trajectory generation problem is highly non-

linear and non-convex. By performing the calcula-

tion in three stages, it is possible to articulate the

constraints using a series of convex approximations.

Convex optimization algorithms can then be applied

to each representation in turn, leading to a solution

to the overall non-convex problem.

To formulate a convex representation, the first stage

optimization requires several assumptions and ap-

proximations that affect the suitability of the solution.

The second and third stages make use of earlier results

to relax some of these assumptions, thus enabling

closer convergence with the true solution.

5.4.1 First pass

The first pass determines a feasible path, the locus

of which has an appropriate shape to respect the

boundary constraints and which is attainable within

the traction limits of the tyres. Several assumptions

and approximations are made to render the system

in a convex form. In particular, it is assumed that:

the manoeuvre is performed at constant speed; there

is no lateral slip; and the heading angle remains

small. The resulting trajectory will not obey the

boundary limits when mapped into the real fixed

Earth axis system, but provides a useful starting

point for refinement in subsequent stages.

Having identified an approximate solution, the tra-

jectory is post-processed. The tangent to the trajectory

is calculated throughout the manoeuvre to determine

the heading angle, still assuming no lateral slip. This

heading angle is then used to rotate the velocity vector

and calculate the path that the vehicle would actually

have followed. This procedure effectively removes the

small angle approximation from the result.

Approximations I

Small angle
cos Y /1

sin Y /Y

(

No lateral slip €YY /0
�

Constant speed

€XX /0

T /D
.

_XX
+

0

8<
:

Convex constraints I

Axis rotation
_XX
+

~ _XX 0

_YY
+

~ _XX 0Y

8<
:

Wheel positions wj~lx, jYzly, j Vj [ 1, 4½ �
�

Post-processing I: Following the optimization, the

vehicle position at each point is re-evaluated using

the calculated heading angle YI instead of the small

angle approximation

X+

I, i/X+

0 z

ðti

0

_XX I cos Y I{ _YY I sin Y I dt Vi [ 0, L½ �

Y +

I, i/Y +

0 z

ðti

0

_XX I sin Y Iz _YY I cos Y I dt Vi [ 0, L½ �

where the subscript I denotes the final values follow-
ing completion of the optimization and ti 5 i6T
denotes the time at which each grid point i is
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reached. The heading profile is then rescaled so that

it corresponds to the specified grid positions X+

i

rather than the longitudinal positions X+

I, i actually

attained by the vehicle at each point

Y I X+

i

� �
/Y I X+

I, i

� �
Vi [ 0, L½ �

5.4.2 Second pass

A second optimization then allows the speed to vary,

holding constant the yaw acceleration profile, as a

function of longitudinal distance, under the assump-

tion that the shape of the optimal trajectory will be

similar to that found in the first optimization pass.

During this second optimization, it is assumed that

the longitudinal position at each time coincides

precisely with the initial grid spacing. Thus it is

assumed that the vehicle covers a distance D in each

integration step no matter what its velocity.

By pre-calculating cos YI and sin YI using the

heading profile YI from the preceding optimiza-

tion, it is possible to introduce these trigonometric

expressions into the constraint equations as con-

stants, allowing an affine/convex formulation of the

vehicle trajectory in the fixed Earth axis system and

partially dispensing with the small heading angle

approximation.

Approximations II

Convex constraints II

Axis rotation
_XX+ ~ _XX

_YY + ~ _XX 0Y

(

Wheel positions wj~lx, j sin Y Izly, j cos Y I

�
Vj [ 1, 4½ �

Post-processing II: Following the second optimiza-

tion, the resulting velocity profile is used to calculate

the true longitudinal position of the vehicle at each

instant. Reduction in vehicle speed during the

manoeuvre reduces the distance covered at each

instant. Consequently, it is expected that the vehicle

path will impinge on the boundary constraints bec-

ause the car turns too early. The trajectory is there-

fore re-calibrated (stretched) to compensate for this

deficiency.

The actual vehicle position at each instant is cal-

culated

X+

II, i/X+

0 z

ðti

0

_XX II cos Y II{ _YY II sin Y II dt Vi [ 0, L½ �

Y +

II, i/Y +

0 z

ðti

0

_XX II sin Y IIz _YY II cos Y II dt Vi [ 0, L½ �

and the heading angle profile is re-calibrated to

match the specified grid positions

Y II X+

i

� �
/Y II X+

II, i

� �
Vi [ 0, L½ �

The subscript II here indicates the values obtained

from the second pass.

5.4.3 Third pass

A third optimization pass is then performed. As

before, the values from the previous run can be used

to insert non-convex expressions into the problem

specification by holding them constant. In this final

optimization, the heading angle (from the previous

step) is included in the calculation of longitudinal

position. The longitudinal velocity profile of the

previous (re-calibrated) trajectory is also used when

calculating lateral position, instead of assuming that

the vehicle remains at its initial speed. The result

of this pass corresponds closely with the vehicle’s

behaviour in the fixed Earth axis and is the solution

sought.

Small angle
cos Y /1

sin Y /Y

( )
for axis rotation

Fixed heading profile
cos Y /cos Y I

sin Y /cos Y I

( )
for wheel positions

No lateral slip €YY /0
�

Constant speed

T /D
.

_XX
+

0

_XX / _XX 0


for axis rotation _YY

+

only
� �

8><
>:
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Fig. 5 Optimization results. The chained lines show the trajectory produced during the
optimization. The solid lines show corrections to the trajectory after post-processing
using the best available data. Dotted lines indicate wheel positions after post-processing
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Approximations III

Convex constraints III

Axis rotation
_XX+ ~ _XX cos Y II

_YY + ~ _XX IIY

8<
:

Wheel positions wj~lx, j sin Y IIzly, j cos Y II

�
Vj [ 1, 4½ �

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the trajectory as the

optimization procedure runs through each of the

three stages. Figure 5(a) shows that the first pass

optimization successfully determines a trajectory

that remains within the specified boundaries. How-

ever, it should be noted that this trajectory is dep-

endent upon the assumptions under which it was

calculated. In particular, it is assumed that the for-

ward speed remains constant.

In Fig. 5(b), it can be seen that the second opti-

mization pass successfully manages to replicate the

shape of the manoeuvre from the first pass while

accounting for variation in speed. However, the

effect of speed reduction, neglected in the first pass,

can be clearly seen: a manoeuvre that would have

avoided the boundaries at constant speed does in

Fig. 5 (continued)

Small angle sin Y /Y for axis rotation

Fixed heading profile
cos Y /cos Y II

sin Y /sin Y II

( )
for wheel positions

No lateral slip €YY /0
�

Constant speed

T /D
.

_XX
+

0

_XX / _XX II


for axis rotation _YY

+

only
� �

8><
>:

� �
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fact cross the boundary when the speed change is

taken into account because the vehicle starts its

second lane change too early.

After the trajectory has been re-calibrated to acc-

ount for the change in speed, the third pass success-

fully achieves a trajectory that respects the limits,

while relying on fewer assumptions. The trajectory

is shown in Fig. 5(c).

The trajectory optimization method does not make

use of a specific vehicle model. The method was

evaluated by simulation using a non-linear two-track

model of a passenger vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral

dynamics, as described in reference [2], together with

a controller similar to those described by Bevan and

co-workers [2, 27], acting on the brakes and front

wheel steering. The model is of a luxury passenger car

equipped with front-wheel steer-by-wire and brake-

by-wire on each wheel, and represents longitudinal

and lateral acceleration and the pitch, roll, and yaw

dynamics of an unsprung body. Its steering system

operates with a rate limit of ¡160 rad/s and is subject

to a communication delay of up to 40 ms. The braking

system has rate limits of +500 and 22000 bar/s and

a communication delay of up to 20 ms. Tyre forces

are modelled using the ‘magic formula’ of Pacejka

and Bakker [8]. The controller integrates braking and

steering commands which act on measurements of

lateral position, yaw angle, and yaw rate.

It should be noted that the simulation model does

not rely on the assumptions and approximations

that were used to design the reference trajectory.

Successful execution of the manoeuvres therefore

demonstrates the validity of the approximations

used for this application. The feasibility of the tra-

jectory is seen in the simulation outputs in Figs 6, 7,

and 8, which show the vehicle trajectory, vehicle

velocity, and controller outputs.

Figure 6 shows clearly that the wheels remain

within the boundary throughout the manoeuvre. The

effect of braking can be seen in Fig. 7 as the speed of

the vehicle reduces from 80 km/h at the start of the

manoeuvre to a final speed of just under 70 km/h.

A clear correlation is evident between the lateral

velocity and the yaw rate of the vehicle, and the

lateral velocity remains small for the entire time,

thus justifying the assumption that lateral slip could

be neglected. The control inputs from the controller

are shown in Fig. 8, which shows that, despite the se-

verity of the manoeuvre, the steering angle remains

feasible and the brake forces do not saturate.

An important assumption in the problem formu-

lation was that the vehicle heading angle remains

tangential to the direction of motion. The validity of

this assumption can be seen in Fig. 9, which shows

the tangent of the heading angle Y in comparison

with the trajectory tangent dY›/dX›.

6.1 Comparison with a non-optimal generation
method

The three-stage trajectory optimization procedure

outlined above was applied to calculate a trajectory

with a higher initial speed of 90 km/h. The result can

be seen in Fig. 10 alongside a corresponding tra-

jectory calculated using the method of Bevan et

al. [2]. In both cases, a trajectory is calculated that

can be followed by a simulated vehicle when driven

by an appropriate controller. However, a limitation

is evident in the non-optimal reference trajectory;

Fig. 6 Output trajectory for a double lane change
manoeuvre with initial speed Ẋ0 5 80 km/h
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Fig. 7 Longitudinal, lateral, and yaw velocities for a double lane change with initial speed
Ẋ0 5 80 km/h

Fig. 8 Control inputs, steering d, and brake forces Fx on the front left, front right, rear left, and
rear right wheels for a double lane change manoeuvre with initial speed Ẋ0 5 80 km/h
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it can be seen that there is a discontinuity at

X› < 30 m. This discontinuity is the result of over-

lapping circles of minimum turning radius. Further-

more, the non-optimal trajectory results in the first

corner being cut slightly. The simulation shows that

the vehicle is still able to complete the remainder

of the manoeuvre, but that is only because the

operation of the brakes causes the vehicle to slow,

thus reducing the minimum achievable radius of

curvature. However, this effect is not accounted for

in that trajectory generation. In contrast, the optimal

trajectory explicitly accommodates the changing

speed and therefore generates a smooth trajectory

that avoids the boundary throughout the entire

manoeuvre.

The superiority of the optimal method is also

evident at the start of the manoeuvre where it can be

seen that the optimal trajectory initially turns away

from the intended direction, allowing more room for

the vehicle to avoid clipping the first corner.

The optimal trajectory method aims to minimize

the norm of the yaw acceleration throughout the

manoeuvre. It would therefore be expected that the

yaw acceleration exhibited while using the optimal

trajectory would be less than that resulting from the

non-optimal method. Figure 11 shows that this is

indeed the case, whether the manoeuvre is per-

formed at 80 or 90 km/h.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a method for trajectory optimi-

zation to achieve road vehicle obstacle avoidance

using convex optimization. It builds upon recent

work on collision avoidance by automatic emer-

gency lateral manoeuvre where the hierarchical

control architecture consists of reference trajectory

generator, feedforward controller, and feedback con-

troller. The results of the paper concentrate on the

most critical part of this control architecture, the

reference trajectory generator, which must generate

an optimal vehicle trajectory that is sufficiently

aggressive yet feasible for the feedforward/feedback

controller. More details of the resultant superior

feedforward/feedback controller performance for a

severe lane change derived from an ISO standard are

reported elsewhere [28].

There are three main conclusions. First, it is

shown that, despite the presence of significant non-

linearities, it is possible to articulate the obstacle

avoidance problem in a convex form if the optimiza-

Fig. 9 Validation of heading angle assumption
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tion is allowed to converge to a solution over multi-

ple passes. Specifying the problem in this way offers

access to powerful and efficient numerical solvers that

can take advantage of this convexity.

Second, it is necessary to consider rotation of the

vehicle relative to the fixed Earth axis if the reference

trajectory is required to avoid obstacles specified in

this axis system. It has been shown that, for even a

simple periodic trajectory, the lateral displacement

of the vehicle may be twice that which would be

indicated if axis rotation is neglected.

Finally, it is demonstrated that an optimal trajec-

tory that accounts for the vehicle’s changing velocity

throughout the manoeuvre is superior to a previous

analytical method that assumes constant speed. The

procedure can generate a trajectory at higher vehicle

speeds than would otherwise be possible.

Global convergence is not guaranteed. The opti-

mal trajectory generation technique outlined in this

paper has been successfully applied to several other

single and double lane-change vehicle manoeuvres,

which are not presented here. In all cases investi-

gated so far, three optimization passes have been

sufficient to ensure convergence of the optimal

trajectory. In future work, it is likely that feasible

problems could be devised, which require subse-

quent passes or which entirely fail to converge due

to numerical instability. It would be of interest to

identify necessary and sufficient conditions to guar-

antee convergence. In particular, it is expected that

Fig. 10 Simulation results: reference and output trajectory (Ẋ0 5 90 km/h). It can be seen that
the non-optimal reference (a) is not feasible. It has discontinuities at approximately 20,
30, and 45 m and the wheels cut the corner of the boundary at 25 m. Contradistinctively,
the optimal trajectory (b) is smooth and the simulated vehicle follows it successfully,
remaining within the specified limits
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altering the grid spacing D, and hence the number

of grid points L, would affect the performance of

the trajectory optimization procedure.
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APPENDIX

Notation

F force (N)

g gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

G grid slice

G grid

i grid index

j wheel index

J moment of inertia (kg m2)

l moment arm (m)

L number of grid points

m mass (kg)

M moment (N m)

R rotation matrix

t time (s)

u forward speed (m/s)

w wheel lateral position (m)

X longitudinal distance (m)

Y lateral distance (m)

a trajectory parameter

D grid spacing (m)

m friction coefficient

x generic variable

Y heading angle (rad)

Subscripts and superscripts

j wheel number

o initial

T transpose

x longitudinal

y lateral

z vertical

› Earth axis

I first iteration

II second iteration

III third iteration
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